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same individual . Botli are broken , but conversely, i.e.  the anterior
end of 877 and the posterior of 878, so that jointly they give the com¬
plete form of one tooth. They agree in both showing the crochet of
the posterior barrel stretching across to join the anterior barrel, as in
Cuvier’s drawing.1 They are quite unlike R . tichorhinus,  and I believe
that they agree with R. hemitcechus.

X.—Note on Rhinoceros IIexutcechus fro it Crawley Rocks.

Oxford, 11th August, 1863.

The Crawley Rocks Rhinoceros tooth in the Oxford Museum is avery
fine penultimate or last premolar of R. hemitceelms,  upper jaw, right
side, with crochet in two combing plates. Length of crown outside,
1 74 in . ; do., inner side, 1*25 in. The tooth is beautifully marked,and
ought to be figured. The valley is very deep. In the Kirkdale series,
besides the large worn molar there are two premolars, both germs, the
one exactly corresponding in size and form with the Crawley Rock
premolar, but intact , and has only one developed combing plate; the
second is also an intact germ of the antepenultimate premolar, left side,
of the same species; the entrance of the valley here also being vertical.
Both these specimens profess to be from Kirkdale , but they differ in
mineral appearance from the other. They bear no label, and they agree '
in condition exactly with the Crawley Rocks specimen. Can there be J
a mistake ? Are they from Gower ?

Oxford Museum, 5th July, 1860.

Saw one premolar of Rhinoceros hemitceelms,  well marked, in a drawer,
and labelled ‘Crawley Rocks.’

II . NOTES ON RHINOCEROS ETRUSCUS . (Falc .)

(Extracted from. Dr. Falconer’s Note-books.)

I .— Note on Rhinoceros Etruscus in Oxford Museum. 2

6th May, 1858.

In Buckland’s collection there is a left upper maxillary and hall
palate of a Rhinoceros labelled ‘Rhinoceros leptorhinus  from Venice,
in a hard ferruginous matrix of gritty sandstone. It contains lour
molars in situ,  namely , p.m. 3 and 4, and t .m. 1 and 2, and also tM
broken-off discs of p.m. 2 and t.m. 3. The two premolars are o
the second set and half worn. The first true molar is much worn; 01

penultimate is half worn. The enamel is very smooth, and the teeth are
smaller than in the Kirkdale specimen. There is a considerable basa
bourrelet at the anterior end of the last premolar and of the penu
mate true molar. There are no combing processes whatever project?
into the transverse valley, and no appearance of cement. It remin

me of Ansted’s specimens from Malaga. (See p. 360.) The ou^
surface of the two true molars from the termination of the rar“Vjj3j
gone, but it shows the transverse valley well. The first true molar
its anterior outer corner broken, and the third and fourth p.m. have

1 Sec antea , p . 337 .— [Ed .] 2 See p. 348 , note.—[Ed .]



DESCRIPTION OF PLATE XXV.

Rhinocebos hemitcechus and Rhinocebos Etbuscus.

Fig . 1. Outer surface of left ramus of young lower jaw of E . hemi-

twchus,  with greater part of symphysis and whole of horizontal

ramus , and containing the first four milk molars. The figure is

one-half of the natural size, and has been copied from a drawing

of the original specimen executed for Dr . Falconer by Mr. Dinkel.

The specimen is from ‘ Minchin Hole,’ and is described at

page 352.

Figs. 2, 3, and 4. Represent upper milk molars of E . hemitcechus, from

‘Minchin Hole,’ of the natural size, copied from drawings of the

original specimens executed for Dr . Falconer by Mr. Dinkel.

(See page 352.) Fig . 2 shows the second and third milk molars.

Fig . 3 is a germ of the second milk molar. Fig . 4 is a detached

third milk molar.

Figs. 5, 6, and 7. Represent three upper molars of E . Etruscus.  The

drawings have been made by Mr. Dinkel from three casts

presented to Dr . Falconer by Professor Meneghini, of Pisa, and

now in the British Museum. They are of the natural size.

Fig . 5 shows the crown of the last (t. m. 3) upper molar of the

left side. Fig . 6 is the last upper premolar (p. m. 4), right

side. Fig. 7 is the penultimate upper molar (t. m. 2), right

side, mutilated at posterior outer angle.

vor. n. d
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outer surface as to the valley broken off. There is a little mammillabetween the barrels of the first and second true molars. In the third
and fourth p.m. the end of the valley is only a very slight cleft ; in thetrue molars it is an open fiexuous fissure.

Dimensions.—Length of 5 teeth (2nd p.m. to end of 2nd t.m.), 7'5 in. Lengthof 2nd tin . at middle, l '8o in. Width in front, 2-2 in.
Can this really be from the Sub-Apennines ?
II_ Comparison of Rhinoceros of Norwich Lacustrines with

‘ Venice ’ Upper Jaw in Oxford Museum.

1th May, 1858.
Compared the Rev. Mr. Gunn’s detached upper molar (PI . XXII.fig. 5) from the Norwich lacustrines with the upper jaw labelled ‘ Rh.

leptorhiiius  from Venice ’ in Buckland’s collection, and found the most
important agreement. Gunn’s also belongs to the left side. In formGunn’s would agree best with the last premolar from the smaller size
of the posterior barrel, but unluckily the fracture of the outer surface
of the Venice fossil prevents a rigid comparison. They agree in thefollowing important points :—1. Exact similarity of smooth enamelsurface. 2. Decided anterior basal bourrelet , worn down in Gunn’s.

gorge of transverse valley.
Dimensions.

Length of outer side at constriction
Length of inner side
Breadth near middle , anterior barrel
Breadth behind , at base of crown .

Length of outer side (greatest)Length at constriction
Length of inner side
Breadth of middle , anterior barrol
Breadth behind at base .
Height of enamel crown , posteriorly

Norwich, July. 18G3.
Examined the Rhinoceros jaw in Pitch ’s collection. It belongs toH. Etruscus.  M . Lartet detected in it the remains of the large men-tary foramina. ‘ Got at Anderson’s the fisherman’s a portion without

ends of a femur of an old R. Etruscus , very characteristic.’

form. 5. Openness of

Gunn’s Venice
specimen second true

molar
1-8
1-6

. about 22
2-2

First true
molar

. 2-0 1-75
. 1-75 1-6

1-85 1-7
. 2-2 2-2 nearly

1-9 2-15
. 1-2 1-

111.—Description of Crania of II. Etruscus in the Grand Ducal
Museum at Florence ( Plates XXVI . and XXVII .) .

18 th May , 1859-
In the Museum at Florence is preserved a superb skull of RhinocerosEtruscus from the Yal d1 Arno, nearly entire ; two-horned, and veryold. There are six molars on either side, of which even the last is

'' orn to the base. The skull is very little crushed, and there are very
ew restorations. The nasals are perfect to their very tips on one side,

a a 2
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and are slightly emarginate and arched at the side , very much as in
It . tichorhinus.  They send down a vertical bony partition , which is
deepest in front ; the posterior part is broken , but does not appear to
have been ever complete behind (only partial ) ; what remains occupies
one half of the nasal echancrure . The incisive bones are broken off,

but on the right side a considerable portion of the diasteme remains.
The arch of the nasals is higher than in R . tichorhinus ; and the greatest
height of the septum is in front—the septum being lower behind, which
is the very reverse of what is observed in R . tichorhinus.  The broken
part of the incisives has been badly restored in coloured gypsum, but
the join is easily recognizable . Compared with the Lyons skull of
R . megarhinus (Plate XXXI . fig. 3), the Florence head is consider¬
ably smaller in all its dimensions , and the lower jaw and teeth are in
keeping . Viewed from the top, the skull in contour resembles more
that of the R . tichorhinus (Cuv ., ‘ Oss. Foss .,’ PI. 160 , fig. 5, and Gervais
of the Montpellier skull , ‘ Trans . Academ . Montp.’ tom . xi . PI. E. fig. 2)
than any of the others . Length from about outer margin to occipital
crest , 14"in ., and from ditto to tip of nasals about 125 in., or as 7 : 6.

The nasal horn rugosity is enormous , projecting greatly at its central
nucleus ; then there is a smooth interval of about three inches, and then

an indistinct and not much raised rugosity for a second horn. This
frontal horn was probably small ; and there is here nothing like the
enormous confluent rugosity of R . tichorhinus.  The right orbit with rim
is nearly entire , but the tubercles are broken off ; they are smoothly
restored on left side . The maxillary bone on right side is a little
crushed below the infra-orbitary foramen . The zygomatic arches are
quite entire , thin and high , and but little crushed . The articular
surfaces are also entire on both sides . There is only a slight rise for
the frontal horn between the orbits . The frontal and sincipital surfaces

are smooth , with a tablet showing about the same width as in Gervais,
Tab . 11, fig. 2 ; the two bounding ridges are visible but indistinct.
(There is some restoration between the temporal arches on both sides-)

There is hardly any sincipital pyramid , but the occiput is slightly
crushed on the left side . The occipital plane rises nearly vertically,
but is overarched at the sides by the projecting occipito -parietal crest,
and an easy echancrure in the middle . This part of the skull is forme
very much after Gervais ’ figure above quoted . The occipital plane is
wide , and very low as compared with wddth. (Some little plaster
restoration on right side.)

Florence,  19 th May,  1859.
The skull of Rhinoceros Eti -uscus  in the Florence Museum has e

following characters (see Plates XXVI . and XXVII .) :— j.
1. It is smaller and more slender than the horned rhinoceroso

Sumatra (Cuv. PI . IX . Rhin .') . ,
2 . The cerebral portion is very elongated and shelving behind ov

a vertical occiput ; it is but little elevated behind . ^
3. The skull is very flat from the occipital crest forwards ; there

no pyramid properly so called (vide ‘ Dimensions ’) . • 1 ccd
4. The posterior surface of the occiput (when the skull 1R Pf ^

upon the plane of the teeth ) is inclined forwards, and is overarc)

the shelving occipital crest (Plate XXVI . fig. 1) . ,.ripcies'
5. The nasal bones are more elongated than in the Cape spec



DESCRIPTION OF PLATE XXYI.

Rhinoceros Etrtjsctjs.

Three different views of cranium in the Florence Museum,

one-fifth of the natural size. Fig . 1. Upper surface. Fig 2.

-Profile view, showing well the incomplete nasal septum.

Fig . 3. Lower surface, showing palate and series of six molars

on either side well worn. These figures have been copied

by Mr. Dinkel from drawings executed for Dr. Falconer by

Vincenzo Stanghi , artist at Florence. (See page 356.)

nil.  n.
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DESCRIPTION OF PLATE XXVII.

Rhinoceros Etruscus.

Views of cranium , lower jaw , and teeth in the Florence
Museum . The figures have been copied by Mr . Dinkel from
drawings executed for Dr . Falconer by Vincenzo Stanghi,
artist at Florence . (See page 356.)

Fig. 1. Posterior view of cranium represented in Plate XXVI ., showing
occiput, zygomatic arches, occipital condyles, and foramen mag¬
num, one-fourth of the natural size.

Fig . 2. Profile view of lower jaw , outer surface, one-fourth of the
natural size.

Fig . 3. Same lower jaw, viewed from above, showing crowns of molars
far advanced in wear, one-fourth of the natural size.

Fig . 4. Symphysial portion of same lower jaw , viewed from below,
one-fourth of the natural size.

Fig . 5. Four molars of upper jaw , left side, smaller and less advanced
in wear than those in skull represented in Plate XXVI ., fig- 3-
Three -fourths of the natural size. (The dimensions almost
correspond to those given in page 359.)

*
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they are vaulted forwards, but not uniformly, as in R . tichorhinus ;
they are bifid at the apex and then throw down a septum which
terminates below in a thick knob (Plate XXVI . fig. 1), and is incom¬
plete behind (vide ‘ Dimensions ’). The nasal horn is very rough and
overlaps the sides of the nasals with an excessively rugous conical
raised nucleus ; there are no ramures,  as in It . tichorhinus  and 11. megar-
hinus; the edges of the nasals are thin and arched ; the nasal echancrure
is narrow at the bottom, and then arches high forwards, followed below
by a rim on either side of the septum.

G. The zygomatic arches in front are nearly horizontal ; then the
posterior part rises upwards in the arch to the glenoid surface, but not
nearly so much as in It . megcirhinus. (In the detached maxillary and
orbitary fragment there is a distinct post-orbital tuberosity defining
the orbit behind.)

7. The temporal fossa: are very much as in Cuvier’s fig. of R. tichor-
Innus,  fig. 5, PI. IX . lihin .■ and in the two-horned Sumatra Rhinoceros,
fig. 3.

8. The incisive bones join on to the septum, but are broken .̂ (Inthe right maxillary specimen, 2'2 inches of diasteme remain.) I here
are no upper incisors apparent , as certainly there are none in the lowerjaw.

9. The orbit is placed mostly above the seventh molar, but its an¬
terior border advances as far as the middle of the sixth or penultimate
molar in the large skull. (In the right maxillary fragment it advances
only to the rear part of the sixth molar ; the same remark applies to
the skull in two pieces.)

10. The suborbitary foramen is situated between the third and fourth
premolars in the large skull. In the maxillary fragment of the head in
two pieces it is over the fourth premolar, close to the nasal echancrure
between third and fourth premolars.

11. The auditory foramen is large and in a line with the upper edge
of the zygomatic arches.

Viewed above, the skull is very like that of R. tichorhinus,  but it is
not so wide and the nasals are more elongated. The interval also
between the orbits is narrower , and the cerebral portion longer. The
temporal foss® are of considerable extent ; their bounding edges being
less defined than in R . tichorhinus ; they are nearly parallel m the
middle, but diverge into the occipital crest behind, and into the orbits
in front, as in It . tichorhinus.  The frontal tableau is longer and less
pronounced; it is less broad than in It . tichorhinus,  but wider than in
R. Indicus.  There is no hole with ramures  to the nasal horn . The
occiput is inclined in front with two diverging ridges and a deep de-
pressionj but ia shelved over by the projecting crest.

Measurements of the Itkinoceros Skull and Lower Jaw . at Florence. Skitix .-—
length of 6 last molars, right side , 8*8 in . Length of 3 last (true) molars , right
much worn, 5*0 in. Length of 3 premolars , 4*in . Total length of skull from occipital
lateral crest, measured along chord to overhanging tip of nasal , 25 *25 in . dotal
ength of ditto from posterior surface of occipital condyle Vo tip of nasals (vertical

p ane), 25*in. Total length from nasal echancrure left side to tip of nasals (by
hpers), 7*7 in. Total length from nasal echancrure (left ) to anterior border

o orbit (exactly), 4*5 in. Total length from anterior border of right orbit to occi¬
pital crest (lateral ), 14*0 in. Total length from anterior border occipital foramen to
P®atine echancrure, 12* in. From palatine echancrure to tip of nasals , 12*in.

reateet width across zygomatic arches in line with articular surface, 12*75 in.
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Extreme length of right temporal cavity taken at base of skull, 5 2 in. Greatest
width of ditto between pterygoid and inside of zygoma, 4*4 in. Greatest constric¬
tion of skull between zygomatic arches, 4*in. Length from posterior surface of
occipital condyle, to apex of pterygoid alar process, 9*4 in. Prom ditto to posterior
boundary temporal fossa below (edge of articular ), 6-4 in. Length of diasteme
remaining, right side, 1*5 in. Interval of palate between p.m. 2, 1*5 in. Interval
between outer surfaces (posterior end) of p.m. 2, 4*7 in. Interval between anterior
barrels of last molars, 2*5 in. Interval between outer surfaces of ditto, 6*6 in.
Transverse extent of articular surface of glenoid, 3*9 in. Stretch across condyles
to outer border, 5*2 in. Height of occipital crest, right side, from lower surface of
condyle, 6*5 in. Height of right styloid (left a little broken), about 2*1 in. In¬
terval between ditto, inside, at apex, 3'8 in. Length from palatine echancrure to
posterior edge pterygoid ala? at base, 5*8 in. Length from posterior surface condyle
to posterior surface of last molar, 11*6 in. Constriction of skull below auditory
foramina, 7'1 in. From anterior border, right orbit , to tip of nasals, about 12*5 in.
Length of zygomatic arch from posterior fang of 6th molar or penultimate,in a line
with anterior margin of orbit , to border of auditory foramen, approximative!/,
10* in. Antero-posferior extent remaining of septum, upper margin, 4*7 in-
Antero-posterior extent remaining at middle, about 4*2 in. Width of brow between
orbits (right half , 4*5), 9*0 in. Interval between sincipital ridges in line with
ear, 2*5 in. Width of nasals in middle of anterior horn at base, 4*45 in. Width of
nasals in line with echancrure, 4*25 in. Height from diasteme to edge of nasal
arch, 3*9 in. Length from posterior angle (tuberosity) of right orbit to occipital
crest, 11*4 in. Height of skull from right condyle to right occipital crest, 6*5 in.
Width of occiput near the apex, 6*3 in. Vertical height, right orbit, 2*1 in.
Diameter of ditto from post-orbitary process to anterior border (obliquely), 2*7 in.
Height of septum from upper surface of incisives to nasal arch, at one inch from
premolar, 2*5 in. From tips of nasals to suborbitary (posterior orbit) apophysis,
about 15* in. Interval between inner borders of glenoid surfaces, 6* in. "Width
of zygomatic arches outside, in line with anterior boundary of temporal fossa, lefh
(end of last molar), 10*4 in. Width of ditto at middle, 11*5 in. Greatest width
in line of glenoid surface, 12*2 in. Height of frontal chord at middle of frontal
horn (chord stretches over apex of horn), 1*5 in. Height of frontal chord behind
ditto , 2*in. Height between horns in middle, 1*8 in. Height in line with posterior
boundary of temporal fossa, 1*1 in. Height of chord from middle of occipital crest
to smooth surface at posterior boundary of front horn, at middle, 0*55 in. Height
of chord from ditto to between horns, *45 in. Height from ditto to bebindjhe
horn depressed (broken?) 1*3 in. "Width of maxillary over last premolar, 6*/ m*
Width of ditto at commencement of zygomatic arch, 9*7 in. Greatest width oi
zygomatic arches, 13*2 in. Greatest thickness of nasals to salient point of disc knot),
2*9 in. Medium thickness of ditto to base of conical knob, 2*15 in. Heignt
of septum from tuberosity in front and below to edge of nasals, near tips, 3*3m*

Lower Jaw (see Plate XXVII ) .— Entire length of jaw , from posterior DjaÎ 1

of ascending ramus to symphysis, 19*25 in. Height of ascending ramus to lj
of coronoid, 10* in. Breadth of ascending ramus, 5*4 in. Length of
molars (six last), 8*5 in. Length of three last molars, 4*9 in. Length of t
premolars, 3*5 in. Length of last true molar, 1*55 in. Length of penultuns
ditto, 1*6 in. Length of antepenultimate, 1*5 in.

Florence, 2Dth May,  1859.

The Florence Museum also contains a palate specimen of a young
Rhinoceros Etruscus , showing on the right side the four milk moa
emerged, of which the first three are very slightly affected by weari
the fourth is hardly emerged from the gum, and is in a state °f
The second and third have each a small intercolumnar tubercle, bu
basal cingulum  sweeping round the inside of the barrels. On the
side there are only the first and second milk molars, with the an  e
part of the third.

Dimensions.—Length of the four teeth, 5*7 in. Length of first, 1*m* g |n>
of ditto, *08 in. Length of second, 1*5 in. Greatest width of dlt °»
Length of third , 1*8 in. Width of ditto, 1*6 in. Length of last, 1*9 m.
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Another fine palate specimen in the same Museum is a little moreadvanced in age, showing on the left side the four milk molars, in
place, and all more or less worn, together with the germ of the firsttrue molar not out of the gum. On the right side there are only thelast four of these teeth. The three anterior milk molars are worn
nearly in the same degree ; the first, being the least worn, shows threedistinct fossettes; the second also shows three fosscttes, the middle one
of which is caused by the confluence of the ‘crochet ’ with the outei
combing plate. Both these teeth show an intercolumnar tubercle , and
the crochet forms a very open angle with the hind barrel ; the same isthe case with the last milk molar, which show's no intercolumnar
tubercle. None of these milk molars have any internal basal cingulum;
the intercolumnar tubercle is most pronounced in the antepenultimateor second.

Dimensions.—Length of four milk molars , 5'8 in . Length of first , X' l in.Length of second, l -5 in . Length of third , 1'7 in . Width of ditto in front , 1'7 in.length of fourth, 1-9 in . Width of ditto in front , 1' 7 in . ' Length of first truemolar, 2- in.

All these specimens are labelled ‘Rinoceronte a parete internasale, ou
Rhinoceros tichorhinus, Cuvier.’ 1

—Memorandum of Remains of Rhinoceros Etruscus , etc ., in
Museum at Pisa . (See also Plate XXV . figs. 5 , 0, and 7.)

22 nd Mag,  1859.
The cast of the skull of the Rhinoceros with the partial septum is notR- hemitaechus,2 but of the Val d’Arno species {It. Etruscus ). Theoriginal, which has since been much mutilated , is still preserved in theh lorentine Museum. The cast is wonderfully perfect in what concerns

the septum, which is distinctly limited to the anterior half, and termi¬nates in a thickened portion united to the incisive bone. (See PI.
XXVIII. fig. 1.) 1 ■

The posterior part of the skull is wanting. On one side there are noteeth, but on the other the premolars and one molar remain. The teethare worn low, but in the remaining molar the crochet is thick , and at
somewhat of an acute angle. There is both a nasal and a frontal horn,and the nasal disc is very rugous. Saw also several lowrer jaws of Rhi¬noceros, some of them evidently of the 1It . Valdarnensis.’3 Another,much larger, and said by Prof. Menegliini to be from the Val d’Arno,
13 certainly of another species, and probably of 11. megarhinus.

Pisa , 1st June,  1859.
Examined a very fine specimen of the right ramus of lowrer jaw of
unoc eros.  The six last molars are in place, and the posterior five are

en ire ; the crown of the anterior molar is broken off.  The ascending
ramus is broken vertically through the sigmoid cehancrure, so that the
condyle and angle are missing, but the coronoid is perfect to the very
^pex, and compares beautifully in its greater dimensions, especially inv rt- 11 Rhinoceros Etruscus.  The coronoid rises veryically. .The teeth are all emerged and are very perfect ; the cres-

anle«.  p- 314.—[En.]
1 Dr m j previous note , and at page 332.— [En .] * 7?. Ptruscus. —[En .]Dam. lie • 3ceme“ to infer that this was the lower [aw of It . megarhinus.  Seepage 356, fine 13 ; and page 369, line 6._ [En .]
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cents of the first true molar are still distinct ; those of the last are but
slightly affected by wear. The specimen was found in the Collines of
St. Regolo.

Dimensions.—Total length of specimen, 15' in. Length of line of 6 molars, 9*6
in. Length of ditto of 3 premolars, 4-1 in. Length of 3 last molars, 5*7 in.
Height of jaw under penultimate premolar, inner side, 3*2 in. Height of ditto
under penultimate molar, inner side, .TO in. Height to apex of coronoid, 10'5 in.
Width of apex of ditto, at sigmoid, 1'7 in.

Y .— Note on a Specimen of Rhinoceros Etruscus , belonging to the
Marchese Carlo Strozzi.

Leghorn, 2nd June,  1859.
This is a magnificent specimen of a symphysial portion of a lower

jaw with part of the two rami . The rami are broken obliquely, so that
only the fangs of two molars are seen in the section. The incisive
border is obtusely bifid, with a very pronounced sinus above and behind
each of the lobes. There is a narrow alveolar pit , as for an incisor that
has dropped out. The symphysial portion is very carinate below, and
is completely drilled by large mentary holes, nine on right side and
seven on left. Seven of the nine holes on the right side are close to¬
gether . This is an invaluable specimen.

Further Note on same Specimen —1860.
Mr. Dinkel’s drawing is good (See PL XXVIII . figs. 2, 3, and 4).

It shows on the right side the fangs of the anterior premolar, and of the
next adjoining tooth. Mr. Dew’s cast 1 is chiefly defective in the great
size he has given to the incisive pits, especially on the left side, both in
length and in antero-posterior diameter ; the cast also makes them un-
symmetrical, which they are not. Dinkel’s drawing represents the pits
accurately . They are evidently the pits of a small shed incisor.

Dimensions.—Extreme length of fragment, left side, 7'3 in. Length of diasteme,
right side, 2*5 in. Length of symphysis, at middle, 4*3 in. Width of symphysis at
middle of diasteme, 1*75 in. Greatest width of ditto at protuberances below, 1*8°
in. Width of ditto at incisive pits, 1*4 in.

VI .—Description of Upper Jaw of Rhinoceros Etruscus,
Malaga.

The specimen consists of the greater part of a right upper maxillary
hone, comprising in situ  the second and third premolars, and the three
true molars. The last premolar (p .m. 4) is wanting. The specimen
has been fictitiously repaired with cement, placing all these teeth in
series, without allowance for the missing premolar, and it is in conse¬
quence deceptive at first sight. The outer border of the crown is more
or less damaged in most of the teeth . Together with Mr. Waterhouse,
to whom I referred the fossil, I was at first led to believe that it te*
longed to the miocene Aceratherium incisivvm  of Kaup, from its clo-'
general resemblance to the specimen figured by De Blainville m t
*Osteograpliie’ ( lihinoc.  PI . XII .), under the name of Rhinoceros inci-
sivus (VAuvergne.  But I have since arrived at the conclusion, after a
fresh examination of the Tuscan collections, that the Malaga Rhinoceros
is the Rhinoceros Etruscus,  so named by me from its prevalencem '
Pliocene deposits of the Upper Yal d’Arno. This form has km' 01' °
been confounded, on the one hand with Rhinoceros tichorhinus,  an
the other with R. leptorhinus  of Cuvier. It had a bony nasal septum,

1 Now iu British Museum.—[En.]



DESCRIPTION OF PLATE XXVIII.

Rhinoceros Etruscus.

Fig . 1. Is a profile view of a cast of a skull of the Val d’Arno Rhino¬

ceros in the Museum at Pisa , showing the septum distinctly
limited to the anterior half of the nasal bones and terminating

in a thickened portion united to the incisive bone . The figure

is one-fourth of the natural size, and has been copied from a

drawing executed for Dr . Falconer bj Pierucci , artist at Pisa.
(See page 359 .)

Figs . 3 , 4 , and 5. Symphysial portion of the lower jaw , with part of
the two rami belonging to the Marchese Carlo Strozzi, and

described at page 360 . The figures are one-half of the natural

size , and have been reproduced from drawings by Mr. Dinkel.
Fig . 2. Upper surface . Fig . 3. Under surface . Fig . 4.. Lateral
view.
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as in the Clacton form, described in the ‘ British Fossil Mammalia,’
under the designation of Rhinoceros leptorhinus,  from which, however,
it is essentially distinct in every detail throughout the construction ofthe skeleton.

The true Rhinoceros leptorhinus  of Cuvier, founded upon the Cortesi
cranium, had no ossified nasal septum, and is distinct alike from the
species here called Rhinoceros Etruscus,  and from the fossil Rhinocerosof Clacton. I have ascertained that the character of an ossified nasal
septum was common to three European fossil species of Rhinoceros,
of the Pliocene and newer Pliocene periods ; and that there is only
one known species of this category in which it was wanting. The
characters of these species, and their distribution over the European
area, will be described in detail in a separate essay_ II . F ., Oct.  1859.

[The above description appeared as an appendix to a paper by Professor Anstcdin the ‘Quarterly Journ . (teol . Soc.,’ for Feb. 1860. The maxilla with portionsof vertebrae were found a few miles from Malaga in white marl, overlying
Pliocene blue clay, abounding with shells. The following details of a comparisonof the specimen with others in the British Museum is extracted from Dr. Fal¬
coner's Note-books.—Ed.]

British Museum,  1 Qth August,  1859.
Brought with me to-day Ansted’s specimen from Malaga, and com¬

pared it again with :—1. Kaup ’s Acerath. incisiv., a cast of the old
palate figured in the ‘ Oss. Foss, de Darmstadt ; ’ 2. Kaup’s cast of
entire cranium of ditto ; 3. De Blainville’s Rhinoc. incisiv.  of Auvergne,
cast figured in ‘Osteogr.,’ PI . XII . ; 4. Lartet ’s Rhinoc. Simorrensis ;
5. Duvemoy’s Rhin. pleuroceros,  cast ; and 6. Lartet ’s Rhinoc. hra-
chypus, Acerath. Goldfussi—all Aceratheria.

Observed the following constant characters :—1. In Acerath . Gold-
fussi,  the last molars even have a basal bourrelet all round , most
strongly marked in the penultimate.

2. In all the Aceratheria,  the base of the crown outside presents
an angular bulge, a rudiment of what is seen in Ralceotherium.  This
is very strongly marked in a beautiful specimen of Lartet ’s Rhin.
Simorrensis,  a skull with the palate and teeth on both sides (7 on left,
only 6 on right) ; it is also very strongly marked in Lartet ’s Acerath.
orachypus,  the British Museum specimen of which is made up of teethof different individuals. It is also well marked in the cast of Duver-
ooyg Rhinoc. incisivus  of Auvergne , and very marked in the penul-
imate of Kaup’s old palate specimen and in the skull cast.
, ' ■The anterior outer vertical angle and groove are very boldly
Minedm all the Aceratheria,  and the angular projection is very broad ;
U<t i°m t̂ lat  Awards the surface is nearly smooth, and without theundulated swelling seen in Rh. megarhinus  and the Rh. tichorhinus, &c.. ' Lartet’s Rhin. Simorrensis,  which is of an adult with all the
e ” W°m exce pt the last, and is in the best stage of wear, besides

o/ri - tioo of the crochet from the back barrel , there is a constriction
nati 6 an*eiaor  barrel , which when worn forms a well-marked emargi-a l.°n.i 50  ^ lat a^°he of the anterior barrel projects into the valley like
n " In  anterior crochet ; but overlapped by the true crochet, i.e.arer the inside. The same thing is observed in the penultimate and
n» ^ nU  cmatC °f  Kaup ’s cranium of Aceratherium,  in his old palate
v;n . Sur ed in the ‘ Oss. Foss, de Darmstadt, ’ and in De Blain-

8 hinoceros of Auvergne—i.e.  in the last premolar and penul-
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timate true molar. This anterior crochet survives when the true crochet
is worn out ; this is seen in De Blainville’s drawing of the penultimate,
which shows a kind of trefoil to the anterior disc.

5. In Acerath. Goldfussi, the  posterior tubercle forms a long crenu-
lated ‘gradus,’  most salient at the outer end ; the same is seen in Lartet’s
]{. Simorrensis  and in Kaup ’s Aceratherium.  The ridge is confluent
inside, free and high outside (like the bourrelet in the Mastodons.)

G. The mouth of the valley of the last molar is very open, and will
admit the forefinger'easily.

Compared the Malaga specimen, after making these observations,
and remarked the following peculiarities :—

1. The last true molar behind has only a moderate tubercle, as in the
Tuscan specimens, and has no ‘gradus ’ ridge at base behind.

2. The mouth of the valley is comparatively narrow ; in the last
molar it will not admit the finger as in De Blainville’s Auvergne
specimen ; the anterior barrel is broad and has a crochet constriction.

3. Unfortunately the apex of the outer ridge-summit of the crown is
broken in the three last molars, but what remains of the low crown
presents an undulated surface.

4. There is no true constriction of the anterior barrel , which in the
antepenultimate is very broad.

5. There is a duck’s bill pattern to the termination of the posterior
valley , with an accessory plate forming a reniform outline, as in Acera¬
therium,  but no subdivision of the crochet into plates in any of the teeth.

G. The most important and marked difference is that the second
premolar (p.m. 2) has no disc of pressure in front—no p.m. 1 ! p.m. 3
has two fossettes and the anterior inner cone (barrel) is isolated all
round by a deep fissure and gives a narrow ovate disc.

7. There is a basal bourrelet to p.m. 2 and 3, but not very marked.
8. The basal bourrelet to the premolars of the Auvergne specimen

forms actually a sharp raised rim ; the bourrelet is very little pro¬
nounced in comparison in the Malaga specimen, in which it does little
more than make a bridge between the barrels, while in the Auvergne
specimen it sweeps round the anterior barrel , rising obliquely in the
posterior.

I infer the specimen to be of Rhinoceros Etruscus.

Dimensions.
Ansted ’a
specimen

from
Malaga

Joint length of three last molars . . . 5*5
Joint length of 2nd and 3rd p.m, . . . 2*9
Length, outer edge of p.m. 2 . . . . 1*4
Width of ditto behind . . . . . 1*55
Length of p.m. 3 . 1*6
Width of ditto , outer . . . . . . 2*
Length of t .m. 1 in middle . . . . . 1*8
Greatest -width in front . 2*1
Length of t.m. 2, outer . 2*15
Length of ditto, middle . 1*9
Width in front at base . 2*3
Length of t.m. 3, from tubercle to outer bourrelet 1*9

De Blain-
ville’s

Auvergne
palate
655
2’8
1-35
1-6
1-5
2 05
1-55
218
2- 1
1-85
2-25
1-9
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VII .—Description of Cranium with Teeth , Humerus , Tiria , and
Fibula , in the Museo di Storia Natuiiale della  li . Uni¬
versity , at Bologna.

nth May, 1861.
‘Modello in gesso dell’ intera regione palatina delle ossa mascellari,

colla doppia serie dei molari quasi interi di an grande Ilinoceronte
fossile piuttosto giovine, e probabilmente della specie denominata dal
Cuvier Rhinoceros leptorhinus.  L ’originale dal quale si 6 cavato questo
modello fu trovato a poca distanza da Barberino del Mugello in quella
stessa localita dove furono rinvenuti gli altri denti e mandibule di
Ilinoceronte che si conservano nel Gabinetto sotto i no. 2,381, 3,450,
3,758, regulati dal veterinario di quel paese Signor Onorio Da Bar¬
berino. Vedi per il pezzo ora descritto la di lui lettera cbe si conser-
va nel museo sotto questo numero. La forma onde ottenero questo
modello& stato levata dall’originale con tutta diligenza dal modellatoro
dei Gabinetti Anatomici dell’ Universita Signor Giuseppe Astorri .’ 1
Description of the original specimen in the Bologna Museum, to which

the above memorandumapplies.—Rhinoceros Rtruscus , PI . XXIX.
This specimen (represented in PI . XXIX .) consists of the maxil-

laries on both sides, with part of the zygomatic arch of the left
side, the palate, the palatine echancrure , with the entire series of
molars on either side in the finest state of preservation. The cranial
portion is broken off  behind the palatine bones, and all of the facial
part of the chaifron is broken on both sides in a line a little above the
upper margin of the zygomatic arches ; the low'er boundary of the nasal
echancrure to the bottom is perfect on the left side, and nearly so on
the right. The left suborbitary foramen is distinctly shown ; that on
the right side is broken and concealed by an attached portion of dis¬
tinct hone, enveloped in (Sansino) matrix . There remains in the
front of the series of molars about inches in length of the diastemal
beak; but no indication of the descending portion of the nasal septum,
the position of which is occupied by (Sansino) matrix.

The dentition, as regards the age of the molar teeth , is in the most
perfect state to give the dental characters of the species; the ante¬
penultimate true molar being but slightly worn, the penultimate less so,
and the last true molar but very slightly affected by wear. Some of
the crowns are more or less damaged, but what, is wanting from this
cause on one side is happily supplied on the other . The teeth belonged
to  an animal that was perfectly adult , but not aged ; the three last
premolars are beautifully seen on the left side ; on the right there is
most happily preserved the alveolus (triple) of the pre-antepenultimate
premolar, which had dropped out, and the antepenultimate at its
front edge shows distinctly the disc of pressure of the fallen tooth. It
18 therefore clear that there were seven molars in the adult state, viz. 4TYK»rv,„ l - . - - - - -
premolars and 3 true molars. The following are the principal dimen-

nnioo!*̂ ezz? originate k stato poscia ac- 1questo stesso numero nel museo, dove fu
qmstatonel fi,l, . . .i—  c :— , depositato in Marzo del 1847, con altre

| ossa fossili scavate nella stessa localita.
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Extreme length of the line of 6 molars on the left side, measured from the base
outside of the penultimate p.m. to the posterior boundary of the rudimentary pit at
base of last molar, 9*1 in. Length of ditto on right side from anterior margin of
alveolus of dropped first premolar to posterior boundary of last true molar, 9*5 in.
Length of last three premolars, left side at top of crown, outside, 4-3 in. Length
of three true molars to posterior boundary of last, left side, 5-4 in. Length from
the antepenultimate p.m., right side, to the posterior margin penultimate true
molar (to correspond with the Pisa east), 7*7 in. Length of antepenultimate p.m.
left side, top of crown outside, 1*35 in. Extreme width at base of ditto, behind,
1*6 in. Length of penultimate ditto ditto, leftside , 1*55 in. Greatest width of
ditto in front at base, 2*in. Length of last premolar in front at left side, 1*6 in.
Greatest width of ditto in front at base, 2*1 in. Length of crown of penultimate
true molar (1*95, right side), 2*in. Greatest width of ditto at base in front, right,
2*2 in. Length of crown of ditto at base inside, 1*5 in. Length of crown of
penultimate true molar, right , outside, 2*in. Length of crown of ditto, inner side,
at base, 1*5 in. Greatest width at base in front of ditto, 2*2 in. Antero-posterior
diameter last true molar, left side, from anterior bourrelet, in front , to posterior
boundary of basal valley behind, 1*8 in. Transverse diameter of ditto, in front,
at base, 2*1 in. Interval between the anterior barrels of antepenultimate pre-
molars, 2*05 in. Interval between anterior barrels of last premolar at base, 2*8
in. Interval between anterior barrels, first true molar, 3*in. Interval between
anterior barrels of penultimate true molar, 2*1 in. Interval between anterior barrels
of last molars, 2*85 in.

Memo. —The above dimensions give the width of the palate.
Length of diasteme in front of pre-antepenultimate premolar, right side, 1*75 in.

Interval between the diastemal ridges in front of first premolar. 2*1 in. (These
comprise the principal dimensions of the teeth.) Height of zygomatic arch, left
side, 1*8 in. Width of zygomatic fossa, left side, 3*5 in.

Description of the Teeth on right side.—There were 4 premolars.
This is distinctly shown on the right side by the triple fang-pits of the
pre-antepenultimate or p.m.  1 , viz. one in front and two separate ones
behind : they are more or less filled up.

P .m. 2, the antepenultimate prernolar, is quite entire on both sides,
and in nearly the same stage of wear. The discs of the two inner
barrels are distinct , and nearly of the same size ; the anterior barrel does
not form an isolated compressed cusp-shaped cone, as in Gervais' draw¬
ings of Ji . leptorhinus.  The disc forms a very compressed oval, which
is not confluent with the outer longitudinal disc. The disc of the
posterior barrel is wider, and it is connected by an isthmus with the
disc of the outer ridge, forming a hind of gourd-shaped outline. The
disc of the outer longitudinal ridge is not much advanced in wear, being
where broadest but 0*4. The posterior valley is nearly quadrangular
in form and  well defined, the posterior boundary being quite intact.
The great middle valley forms a large triangular fissure, into which
crochet processes are intruded from behind forwards. There is a
distinct cingulum to the base at the inside, but not in strong relief,
not so much so as the anterior talon. The outer surface of the crown
is convex, antero-posteriorly.

P .m. 3, the penultimate premolar, right side. This tooth resembles
in form the antepenultimate , but is larger and more advanced in wear.
The discs of both barrels being confluent with the outer disc, it is muc
broader in front than behind . The anterior outer vertical furrow is
well marked, the posterior valley is very much as in p.m. 2.  I 1
great middle valley forms a large fissure which is divided into t"
portions by the crochet processes, and an outer accessory plate is in
traded from the longitudinal ridge ; one little ring of enamel is isoa
on the base of the crochet.
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The penultimate premolar is equally perfect on both sides, and inthe same stage of wear. They both show the basal bourrelet roundthe inner barrels, but not very pronounced.P.m. 4, or the last premolar , has the anterior outer angle of the crownbroken on the right side ; it is beautifully perfect on the left, whichshows the crown but very slightly advanced in wear ; the discs of bothbarrels are confluent with the outer disc. The posterior valley is welldefined and intact behind ; the anterior transverse valley has intrudedinto it a large crochet process, and two large accessory plates (orcombing processes), proceeding parallel to each other from the outerridge, and converging towards the crochet. A distinct ring of enamelisolatinga pit is situated on the base of the crochet, the whole causinga complex pattern to the convolutions of the transverse valley. Fineparallel and wavy grooved lines of enamel are beautifully shown onthe inner surface of the enamel. This tooth, like the others, shows adistinct basal cingulum ; it is more triangular in form than the twowhich precede it.
T.m. 1, the first true molar, is quite perfect on the right side ; on theleft side the posterior barrel is broken on its inner surface. The crownis more advanced in wear than any of the others, but still not verymuch so, being not yet half worn. The posterior valley is quite intactbehind, but is narrower and more vertical than in the premolars. Thetransverse valley is divided into two nearly distinct portions by a verythick crochet, protruded from the posterior barrel ; the outer divisionhas no accessory plates intruded into the fissure from the outer,longitu¬dinal ridge; the inner division forms a narrow triangular fissure. Thecrochet is emitted at a very open angle from the posterior barrel , moreopen even than in X. leptorhinus, and totally different from that seen>n li . hemitaechus.  There is a little basal mammilla between the barrelsat the inside, but not a trace of an anterior basal bom-relet to theanterior barrel. The teeth are very much alike on both sides. Thecentral termination of the middle valley does not exhibit the duck’shead pattern, figured by Gervais and De Christol in the teeth of 11.’ntffar/unus. There is a little tendency to the peculiar twist of theposterior barrel near the apex of the crown ; the anterior outer verticalgroove is broad, but shallow ; the angle boldly overlaps the last pre¬molar.

T.m. 2, or the penultimate , on the right side, is nearly perfect, but theouter anterior angle is broken off vertically on the left side. The toothm general form resembles very much the antepenultimate just des¬cribed, but is less advanced in wear ; the crochet is also, as in it , emittedat an open angle. The transverse valley is divided in two by thecrochet, the inner division being triangular , without any accessoryP atesi or complication whatever. The summit of the posterior barrelas the peculiar compressed contortion well marked. The crocheta ' ances nearly into contact with the anterior barrel ; the discs formarrow bands of wear, which are confluent throughout . There is notrace of a basal cingulum on either side,
d'ff m - 0r ^ as*‘ *'rue m°lar, is broken partly on both sides, but inth ĉ rect*ons’ 80 that what is wanting in the one is supplied bysid ° T ' ^ ie crown *s but very slightly affected by wear on the righte' t is of a distinct triangular form, all the parts converging to a
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contracted summit. The anterior barrel has a distinct basal bourrelet,
which is wanting in the posterior. The transverse valley is divided
into two parts by a crochet, advancing on the right side to meet an

accessory plate emitted from the anterior barrel . On the left side,
these two plates overlap. On the right side, an accessory plate is also
given off from the outer ridge, converging towards the crochet. The
most striking character about the tooth is, that , as in R. hemitachus,

there is a distant rudiment of a posterior valley restricted to the base,
but not forming a well-defined cup with a distinct rim, as in that
species. This rudiment is distinctly shown on both sides, bounded
posteriorly by a basal cingulum. The basal bourrelet behind the
posterior barrel of the last true molar has barely emerged above the
alveolar margin.

The enamel is smooth in all these teeth, and marked by beautiful,
fine, wavy, horizontal lines. There is not a trace of general superficial
rugosity , and not the slightest indication of a layer of cement.

The outer surface of the enamel is traversed in a dendritic fashion,

by fine channels, like those which are attributed to the work of Marine
Sponges, but the formation out of which this specimen came is fresh
water.

The bottom of the palatine echanerure comes in a line with the

middle of the posterior barrel of the penultimate true molar, and the
suborbitary foramen is immediately over the line of junction between
the penultimate and last premolars. The disc of the crochet of the

penultimate true molar is nearly as broad as that of the posterior
barrel , tlie crochet being very thick and simple. The anterior outer
vertical furrow is well pronounced in all the molars, from the penulti¬
mate premolar to the last true molar inclusive. It is wide and shallow,

but the other vertical hollows are but very slightly pronounced by an
undulation of the surface. There is not the slightest indication of an
outer basal bourrelet , as seen in the Aceratherium incisivum  of Kaup,

the outer surface being smooth, and nearly vertical throughout.
Besides the above, there are casts in the Bologna Museum of several

of the principal specimens of Rhinoceros figured by Nesti, and a dupli¬
cate cast of the Targioni Tazzetti cranium of the Florence Museum,
made by Savi for Pisa, and of which I got drawings. There are also
casts of the following bones :—A humerus , left side, very closely re¬
sembling the figs. 1 and 2 of Cuvier’s PL X. Rhin., but more perfect, oi
which the following are the dimensions :—

Extreme length from top of tuberosity to tuberosity of outer condyle, 16‘2» m.

From articulating head to middle of inner condyle, 14' in. Width of artic
surface of condyles, 3'4 in. Greatest width at inferior end, 52 in. Ante
posterior diameter of inner condyle, 4-1 in. Greatest width of shaft at midde

median tuberosity, 5*1 in. From sinus, at lower margin  of middle tu^el? sl^P
top of great tuberosity, 7'2 in. Greatest constriction of shaft, below middle tu
rosity, 2-2 in. Antero-posterior diameter of articular head and tuberosity,
Transverse diameter of articular head, about 3’7 in.

Specimen of tibia and fibula, figured by Cuvier, PI. XI., Rhin., fig-13-

Extreme length of tibia at middle, about 14- in. Transverse diameter
articulating surface, 4'4 in. Antero-posterior ditto to inner margin o

articular surface, -1\S in. Transverse diameter, lower articular bull , jn ^
fibula, 4’3 in. Antero-posterior diameter, inner articular cup, lower end o
2-8 in. Extreme length of fibula, 12-25 in. Transverse diameter of shatt
at middle, 2-3 in.



DESCRIPTION OF PLATE XXIX.

Rhinoceros Etruscus.

This Plate represents the palate view of the cranium in
the University Museum of Natural History at Bologna, de¬
scribed at page 363. The drawing is one-half of the natural
size, and has been copied from one which Dr. Falconer had
executed at Bologna, and on which he had inscribed ‘Rhino¬
ceros Etruscus, Museum, Bologna.’ A cast of the specimen
which Dr. Falconer also brought from Bologna has been
deposited in the British Museum.

VOL. II.
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Cast of right femur , figured by Cuvier , PI . XI . Rhin ., fig . 19 , of
which the upper articulating head is wanting

Extreme length takon at the middle, 16-50 in. Antero-posterior diameter of
inner condyle and pulley, the latter partly broken, 6- in. Length of pulley inmiddle, 2'5 in. Transverse diameter of ditto, 2-5 in. Least transverse diameter
of shaft below the middle trochanter, 2-5 in. Vertical height of neck of middle
trochanter, 2'1 in. Transverse diameter of shaft, including middle trochanter , atmiddle of ditto, 5'2 in. Width of bone at middle of sinus above middle tro¬chanter, 41 in.

All these bones belong to Rhinoceros Etruscus,  and there are still
preserved in the Bologna Museum, the originals of the specimens
represented by Cuvier, figs. 5 to 10, inclusive of PI. X., Rhin ., of ‘ Os.
Fossil.’ These are the upper and lower extremities of a humerus of
the same species (R. Etruscus ), stated to have been procured by theAb. ltanzani in France.

VIII. —Description of Specimens of Rhinoceros Etruscus at Le Pur.

Le Puy, \ bth September,  1863.
In the Museum of Le Puy there is a magnificent series of remains of

the skeleton, consisting of three feet, with all the bones en suite  to the
terminal phalanges—the tibia , fibula, astragalus, and articular head of
the femur. The shaft of the femur with the third trochanter is exactly
as in Pentland’s specimen in the British Museum. There are also two
detached calcanea, both of the left side, and one astragalus. All arefrom Solilhac.

In the same Museum there is also a series of the molars of R.
Etruscus,  six right and left, but detached and separate, with the last
molar just coming into use, and in the finest condition for figuring.
They are from Vialette. In addition there is a superb specimen of the
left ramus of the lower jaw of R . Etruscus,  having the four last molars
en suite,  all a little worn, and the hind portion of the penultimate pre¬molar; the teeth are in a beautiful condition to be drawn.

There is also the muzzle of the lower jaw of R. Etruscus,  perforated
below exactly like the specimen of Carlo Strozzi (see page 3GO), and
with the empty pits of two small median incisors more round , more pro¬
nounced and less angular than in Strozzi’s. There is no keel below,
as in the Florence specimen. The specimen is red, heavy and fer¬
ruginous, and in the same mineral condition as the Vialette lower jaw.

Dimensions of Lower Jaw, left, from Vialette. —Length of fragment, 11-5 in.
ngth of series of four molars, 6*75 in. Length of last true molar, 175 in.
ngth of penultimate, 1-65 in. Length of antepenultimate, 1-62 in. Length ofH - Premolar, 1-50 in. Height of jaw at posterior edge, last molar, 3\‘J5 in.eight at anterior edge of first true molar, 2 9 in. Height at anterior edge of lastpremolar, 2 65 in.

th ^ le  *n*"er‘or  border is perfectly straight along the three true molars;ere is no curve, but there is a strong longitudinal channel along thenu die of the inner side ; and to each of the anterior barrels of the four
nio ars there is an oblique deseending bourrelet , strongly marked. The
jaw is truncated along the ascending ramus and in front. The specimenought to be figured.

15 th September,  1863.
of Tnr ’̂ ne3r Puy<wbh Messieurs Pichot , Robert , and Lartet . Jaw

inoceros Etruscus  found by M. Pichot at Sainxelle, near St. Aune.
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There is also a magnificent head, very well preserved, of Rh. Etmscus,
with the series of molars (six) of the two sides present . The anterior
portion is entire , and also the bony wall of the nasal partition. The
two jaws are slightly broken, and likewise the orbit of the left side.
The occipital portion, as well as the condyle, is wanting. The age of the
dentition is that which best shows all the characters, the last true molar
being very little worn. The three premolars are much affected by
wear. The antepenultimate has three fossettes; the echancrure of the
first anterior ridge is still apparent , as in the drawing of the Bologna
skull (PI . XXIX .). The penultimate is less worn and has two fossettes,
the middle one being divided into two parts ; and the crochet is serrated,
as in the Bologna jaw . The last premolar of the left side is well worn,
and shows three very distinct fossettes, and the crochet is but little
denticulated . The first true molar is half worn, the crochet is simple
and at right angles, without a combing plate ; the median hollow is
quite open on the inner side. The penultimate true molar has nearly
the same form, but on the left side the crochet is confluent with the
anterior ridge, so as to isolate one part of the median hollow which is
situated behind , as in the tooth of Crozes ; but on the right side the
crochet is detached. The last molar is very little worn, with the crochet
free, and a plate projecting from the anterior ridge. In form and size
it perfectly resembles the cast that I have brought from the Museum
at Pisa (PI . XXV . fig. 5), and the molars (pre- and true -molars) have
a basal crown on the inner side. The length of the series of six molars
is nearly the same as that in the drawing of the Bologna skull (9'8 in.).
The osseous partition and the nasal bones exactly resemble the draw¬
ings of the specimens in the Florence Museum, but it seems to both
M. Lartet and myself that the osseous partition is less complete.

The jaw is embedded on the left side in tufaceous greenish grey
alluvium —the ‘ Alluv . inter -volcanique ’ de M. Pichot.

III . NOTES ON RHINOCEROS LEPTORHINUS (Cuv. pro. parte),
R. MEGARIIINUS (Christol ).

I .— Description of Remains of Rhinoceros Leptorhinus (R- megar-
iiinus ) in the Museum at Montpellier.

18 th November,  1858.
Examined the original of the fine lower jaw of R. megarhinus  figured

by Gervais, and also another lower jaw of the same species more per¬
fect at the muzzle, but mutilated behind. The former is double, and on
the right side comprises the whole of the ramus from the tip of t e
incisive margin on to the condyle and coronoid, the apex of the coro-
noid being alone wanting. On comparing it with Dinkel’s drawingsio
R. hemitaclms, observed the following points of difference (See
XXX .) -— . . ., tline

1. '1he lower edge of the horizontal ramus is nearly a straignt
from the angle on to the anterior edge of the first true molar.

2. The low elevation and great thickness of the body of the ramus.
3. The horizontal line (still slightly concave) of the plane of denr

tion (very concave in R . liemitoechus ).




